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Bulgarian Music, NBM, is a Bulgarian record label based in Sofia, Bulgaria. It is a subsidiary of International Piano Inc. Signatory labels are: Auro Music BIP Cherry Classics Iboga Records NBM Edition NBM Ensemble NBM Ensemble New Bulgarian Edition RSO Spektral Records
Discography See also List of record labels External links Official site Category:British record labels Category:Companies based in Sofia Category:Jazz record labels Category:Reissue record labels Category:Record labels established in 2003Amendments have been proposed to the

Constitutional Commission Act that would give the Commission the power to amend Acts of Parliament it has acted on. Possible amendments are outlined in a Parliamentary Bill that was tabled by, among others, former deputy prime minister Nick Clegg. The Bill is to be
considered by the Parliamentary and Constitutional Reform Committee, chaired by Tory MP Nick Boles, later this month. The Commission Each Commission has the power to apply for amendments to Acts to bring new powers, or repeal those that are no longer in force, or rectify
drafting errors. Amendments, if agreed, must be considered by all the voting members of each house of Parliament, and approved by both houses. If they are agreed, they go to a referendum of the people of the United Kingdom. It is not clear how the Commission would apply

for a power that would repeal or replace a
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